5300201 REVETMENT SYSTEMS
COMMENTS FROM INTERNAL/INDUSTRY REVIEW

Kristin Tadlock
850.414.4280
kristin.tadlock@dot.state.fl.us

Comments: (Industry 7-13-20)
Under Method of Measurement, if we specify a minimum dimension, how can we deny a Contractor payment if they place slightly more and it is approved in the field? An example, if sand-cement footer width of 24” minimum is required, but our APL sand-cement bag comes in widths of 14”, why wouldn’t we pay the additional 4”? (2 bags beside each other is 28”)
Recommend removing the ‘minimum dimension’ language within the Method of Measurement section and paying from the final measurement.
Response:

Kristin Tadlock
850.414.4280
kristin.tadlock@dot.state.fl.us

Comments: (Industry via email 7-21-20)
It may be best to keep it at CY payment due to the different sizes of sand-cement bags. If payment is switched to ‘per bag’, the Designer will have to specify the number of bags and since Quikrete and Sakrete have different size bags, there is no way to do this without specifying a specific product brand. The APL information for the sand-cement bags isn’t posted. I’m not sure how many types of bags are approved. Does Quikrete and Sakrete make the same size bags? You state they do not. Also, consider that if we begin to pay ‘per bag’, new pay items are needed from Missy Hollis. A new pay item is needed for each bag size that is approved.
Response: